ABSTRACT Experimental evolution is a powerful approach to study the dynamics and mechanisms of bacterial niche specialization. By serial passage in mice, we evolved 18 independent lineages of Salmonella typhimurium LT2 and examined the rate and extent of adaptation to a mainly reticuloendothelial host environment. Bacterial mutation rates and population sizes were varied by using wild-type and DNA repair-defective mutator (mutS) strains with normal and high mutation rates, respectively, and by varying the number of bacteria intraperitoneally injected into mice. After Ͻ200 generations of adaptation all lineages showed an increased fitness as measured by a faster growth rate in mice (selection coefficients 0.11-0.58). Using a generally applicable mathematical model we calculated the adaptive mutation rate for the wild-type bacterium to be Ͼ10 Ϫ6 /cell/generation, suggesting that the majority of adaptive mutations are not simple point mutations. For the mutator lineages, adaptation to mice was associated with a loss of fitness in secondary environments as seen by a reduced metabolic capability. During adaptation there was no indication that a high mutation rate was counterselected. These data show that S. typhimurium can rapidly and extensively increase its fitness in mice but this niche specialization is, at least in mutators, associated with a cost.
H OW rapidly and to what extent bacteria can geneti-
Less is known about the rates and mechanisms by which pathogenic bacteria adapt to the complex and variable cally adapt to novel environments has been examined mostly in evolution experiments under apparently natural environment of a host. For example, the gramnegative pathogen Salmonella typhimurium can adhere to homogenous and constant laboratory conditions. These and invade gut epithelial cells, disseminate to systemic studies show that considerable potential to increase sites (e.g., liver, spleen) via blood and lymph, and survive niche-specific fitness often exists (Lenski and Travand replicate within a variety of host cells, including isano 1994; Rosenzweig et al. 1994; Rainey and Travmacrophages (Richter-Dahlfors et al. 1997; Cooper isano 1998; Rainey et al. 2000; Rozen and Lenski 2000; et al. 2001; Salcedo et al. 2001; Santos et al. 2003) . To Buckling et al. 2003; Elena and Lenski 2003) . A landsuccessfully adapt to these different niches the bactemark study of such experimental adaptation was perrium regulates expression of an extensive repertoire of formed by Lenski and coworkers who propagated 12 linvirulence factors that confer an appropiate physiological eages of Escherichia coli by serial passage in batch cultures response (Clements et al. 2001) . In addition, during of glucose-limited minimal medium for Ͼ20,000 generagrowth within a host there might be selection for bactetions. Adaptation was associated with a substantial fitness rial mutants, which, due to specific regulatory/physioincrease, changed cell size, and altered pattern of gene logical changes, are better adapted to one or more of expression (Lenski and Travisano 1994; Travisano the specific host niches (Eriksson et al. 2000; Clements and Lenski 1996; Lenski et al. 1998; Cooper et al. 2003; et al. 2002) . Lenski et al. 2003) . Most of the fitness increase occurred
In this context the role of mutator alleles and the during the first 1000 generations and appeared to be influence of an increased mutation rate on bacterial conferred by a limited number of mutations, at least short-and long-term adaptation is of interest. Bacteria some of which increased fitness by allowing a more with increased mutation rates (mutators) have been efficient scavenging of glucose (Lenski and Travisano found among several bacterial species at frequencies 1994; Travisano and Lenski 1996; Cooper et al. 2001) .
varying from 0.1 to 36% depending on the species and the site of isolation (LeClerc et al. 1996; Boe et al. 2000; Oliver et al. 2000; Bjorkholm et al. 2001; Denamur et analyses (Tenaillon et al. 1999) and experimental studinstitutional and national guidelines (ethical permit N38/00).
ies in laboratory media (Mao et al. 1997 ; Sniegowski
Populations of S. typhimurium were serially passaged in BALB/c et al. 1997; Tanabe et al. 1999; Schaaff et al. 2002) and mice for up to 130 generations of growth. Four different passage conditions were used: (i) low mutation rate (u ) and animals (Giraud et al. 2001 (Giraud et al. , 2002 , high mutation rates small population bottleneck size (N ), (ii) high u and small might initially confer a benefit because of a faster gener-N, (iii) low u and large N, and (iv) high u and large N. To ation of adaptive mutations. However, once adaptation vary the mutation rate two different strains, a wild-type strain has been achieved mutator alleles are often counter-( JB124) and a mutS mutator strain ( JB2152), were used and selected, probably because they generate deleterious by introducing either 10 4 or 10 6 cells into mice in each passage mutations at a higher rate (Trobner and Piechocki different population bottleneck sizes were obtained. Since the number of viable bacteria decreases ‫-01ف‬fold soon after 1984; Funchain et al. 2000; Giraud et al. 2001) .
injection of this strain into mice (Bjorkman et al. 2000 in several experimental systems to distinguish between ratio and 2 ϫ 10 4 cells of the mix diluted in PBS were used these hypotheses but a convincing illustration of antagoas an inoculum to infect five mice. After 3-5 days, mice were sacrificed and the spleens removed and homogenized in PBS.
nistic pleiotropy was recently provided in Pseudomonas
To determine the ratio of the reference competitor to the fluorescens by MacLean et al. (2004) .
population samples, different dilutions of the homogenates
Here we examined how the mutation rate and the were plated on LA and LA plates supplemented with kanamypopulation size of S. typhimurium affect the rate and cin. The competition index (CI) was calculated after one cycle extent of adaptation to mice and whether mouse adaptaof growth in a mouse ‫01ف(‬ generations) as the ratio of the tion resulted in lowered fitness in dissimilar secondary tested population divided by the reference strain. From this value an approximate intracellular doubling time was calcuenvironments. In addition, we used a generally applicalated using the formula described in Table 1 and the previously ble mathematical model to analyze the kinetics of fixadetermined 5-hr doubling time for the wild-type strain (Bjorktion of adaptive mutations during growth in mice. man et al. 2000) . Competition experiments in LB medium: Fitness in secondary environments was estimated by performing competition MATERIALS AND METHODS experiments of the evolved populations against the parental reference strain in LB medium at different temperatures. PopBacterial strains and media used: All strains used in the ulation samples from all lineages were tested after 132 generaexperiments were S. enterica Var. typhimurium LT2 (referred tions of growth in mice for fitness in LB at 30Њ, 37Њ, and 42Њ. to as S. typhimurium in the text). In the evolution experiment
Each population sample to be tested was thawed and 20 l strain JB124 (wild type) and strain JB2152 (Tn10dTet 95% of the sample was inoculated into 200 l LB and incubated linked to a nonsynonomous mutS Ϫ base-pair substitution), with at 37Њ overnight. For competition experiments at 37Њ the popua low and high mutation rate, respectively, were used. For all lation sample was then mixed with strain JB1660 at a 1:1 ratio competition experiments strain JB1660 and serially passaged in LB for 60 generations of growth. The was used as the reference competitor. The MudJ insertion is serial passage was performed by transferring 2 l (2 ϫ 10 6 selectively neutral both in mice and under laboratory condibacteria) of overnight culture to 3 ml of LB medium. This tions as indicated by competition experiments against the culture was grown overnight to a density of 2 ϫ 10 9 bacteria/ untagged wild-type strain (data not shown). Media [Luriaml (corresponding to 10 generations of growth) and the pasBertani broth (LB), glucose minimal medium, Luria-Bertani sage was repeated. For competition experiments at 30Њ and 42Њ agar (LA) plates, and PBS] and antibiotics were prepared and used as described (Davis et al. 1980) . each population and the reference competitor were allowed to Adaptation to Mice grow for one cycle at the temperature used for the competition examined: low mutation rate-small N, low mutation ratebefore mixing. For each passage 2 ϫ 10 6 cells were transferred large N, high mutation rate-small N, and high mutation to 3 ml fresh LB. Ratio of the population tested to the referrate-large N. The population bottleneck size was varied ence competitor was determined by selective plating in the by changing the number of bacteria that was injected same way as for the competition experiments in mice.
intraperitoneally and the mutation rate was varied by Mutation rate determinations: The mutation rate of the evolved populations was determined after 132 generations of using either a wild-type or a mutS strain that is defective growth in mice. Each population sample was thawed and 5 in DNA-directed methyl mismatch repair. Compared to l of each sample was inoculated into 200 l LB. After prethe wild type the mutS strain had a 500-to 800-fold growth at 37Њ overnight, for each population, 20 independent increase in its point mutation rate as measured by nali-1.5-ml cultures were inoculated with 5 l from a 10 Ϫ5 dilution dixic acid (Figure 1) five mice, and after 3-4 days bacteria were harvested or 1200 (wild-type) colonies were tested.
and plated on LA and LA-kan plates to determine the After 132 generations the geometric mean CI was ‫02ف‬ using the PhPWin software. Each clone was tested twice and except for the low N and low mutation rate lineages.
the results were compared to the respective parental strain.
Calculations of relative fitness and adaptive mutation rate:
In previous experiments, we determined the generation time for S. typhimurium in BALB/c mice to be ‫5ف‬ RESULTS hr (Bjorkman et al. 2000) . Using this value and the Experimental design: To perform the evolution exnumber of generations of growth in the competition periments, we used S. typhimurium LT2 because this bacexperiment we calculated the generation times and seterium is genetically well defined, the LD 50 dose is large lection coefficients (s-values) of the evolved lineages ‫01ف(‬ 3 -10 4 cells after intraperitoneal injection), and the (Table 1) . The s-values varied between 0.11 and 0.58, course of infection is well characterized (Santos et al. showing that the evolved lineages had considerably in-2003). Mice were inoculated intraperitoneally with baccreased their fitness in the reticuloendothelial system teria and after 3-4 days bacterial cells were harvested of mice (Richter-Dahlfors et al. 1997 ; Salcedo et al. from the spleen and used to inoculate new mice. After 2001). Adaptation was faster for the mutS lineages at intraperitoneal injection, the bacteria were rapidly both population sizes but after 132 generations of evolutaken up by macrophages at peripheral lymph nodes tion the mean adaptation was similar for the wild-type and transported via blood and lymph to the liver and and mutS lineages (t gen ‫ف‬ 3.5 hr and s ‫ف‬ 0.4), at least spleen. In the interpretation of our results we have made when adaptation occurred with the larger population the simplifying assumption that both the parental strain size. As expected, the wild-type lineages with a small and the adapted derivatives have similar transit times population size were least adapted (t gen ‫ف‬ 4.5 hr and from the site of injection to the spleen and liver. The s ‫ف‬ 0.1). major part of the bacterial growth then occurs within the Beneficial mutations can appear any time during the phagosomes of organ-specific macrophages (Richtergrowth cycles. Before they can increase in number and Dahlfors et al. 1997; Salcedo et al. 2001) . This cycling become fixed in the population the mutants must bewas repeated for 8-10 cycles, corresponding to between come established and survive the sampling (bottleneck). Thereafter they will outgrow the original variant and 66 and 132 generations. Four different conditions were 2.7 4.4 0.14 One lineage was contaminated and was excluded from this analysis. Competition indexes (CI) were calculated as the ratio of the evolved population per parent after 10 generations of growth in mice and the equations used to calculate t gen and s were s ϭ ln(CI)/10 ln(2) and t gen ϭ 5/(1 ϩ s).
eventually take over. For high mutation rates, the growth pected fixation time would be 5000 generations, and with u ϭ 10 Ϫ6 it would be 600. However, with the small advantage is limiting for the fixation time whereas for low mutation rates and/or a small bottleneck, the time bottleneck and not very large mutation rate, the outcome is very stochastic; if by chance the mutant survives for first establishment is crucial (see Equation A15 and Figures A1 and A2 in the appendix). From the s-values, the first sampling, it can be fixed within 60 generations. When s ϭ 0.2, this will happen with probability 0.03 for the population sizes during cycling, and the number of generations of adaptation we calculated the apparent u ϭ 10 Ϫ6 and 0.003 for u ϭ 10 Ϫ7 ( Figure A1 in appendix). Thus, if there is one adapted line in this set, we mutation rates for the beneficial mutations for the wildtype and mutator strains (see the appendix for the deexpect u Ͼ 10 Ϫ6 for the wild type. Assuming that the adaptive mutations are point mutations that occur with tailed model). It appears that adaptation took place in at least two steps through fixation of two successive a mutation rate of 10 Ϫ10 /replication/base pair for the wild-type strain (Hudson et al. 2002) , the target size for mutations, each with an s-value of ‫2.0ف‬ (Figure 2 ). For the mutator strain, the size of the bottleneck seems to the adaptive mutations may be as large as 10 4 bp or more. be of little consequence. This suggests that the fixation time is limited by the growth advantage and that the Fitness in unselected secondary environments: To examine if adaptation in mice resulted in loss of fitness mutation rate is Ͼ10 Ϫ5 (Figure A2 in appendix) . This is also consistent with the fixation of a mutation with in secondary, presumably dissimilar, environments we determined if the evolved lineages showed reduced fits ϭ 0.2 in 66 generations (Figure 2 ). Mutations with s ϭ 0.2 can be fixed within ‫001ف‬ generations with a ness in LB at 30Њ, 37Њ, and 42Њ. Competition experiments were performed by mixing parental and evolved linbottleneck of 10 5 for mutation rates down to ‫01ف‬ Ϫ6 ( Figure A2 in appendix); this may be the case for the eages in a 1:1 ratio and then growing them for 60 generations. Samples were taken at different time points and wild type. However, also with the 10 3 bottleneck, there seems to be some adaptation in the wild type. There plated on agar plates to determine the number of parental and evolved bacteria. In Figure 3 , we have plotted was one adaptive mutant after 66 generations with s ϭ 0.25. If u ϭ 10 Ϫ7 for the beneficial mutations, the exthe CI values of the evolved lineages in LB as a function of the CI values in mice after 60 and 10 generations in the secondary environment and one potential explanation for this finding is that growth in a rich medium of competition, respectively. The mouse-evolved strains showed no general loss of fitness under laboratory conand in a host might place similar selective demands on bacterial physiology. That is, some mutations that are ditions. Instead most strains were unchanged in fitness (less than twofold change in CI) at all three temperabeneficial for growth in mice might also be beneficial in rich laboratory medium. Support for this idea comes tures. One class (three lineages) had significantly increased its fitness also in LB at all three temperatures from the fact that three mouse-adapted lineages also showed increased fitness in the LB medium. To test for (Figure 3) .
It was unexpected that no fitness loss was observed loss of other functions that are likely to be less selected in mice, we used two methods to examine the metabolic from LB plates onto minimal medium and glucose plates and the frequency of nongrowers on the minimal capacity of the evolved strains. First, we determined the frequency of auxotrophs in the evolved wild-type and plate was calculated. In all mutS lineages auxotrophs were found (0.7-39% of the total population depending mutS lineages (Table 2) . Colonies were replica printed 
Evolved lineages MutS
Auxotrophy was measured as no growth on glucose, minimal agar plates. Auxotrophies found were histidine, threonine, isoleucine, tryptophan, arginine, pyridoxine, phenylalanine, glycine, and thiamine. Other carbon sources are l-arabinose, d-xylose, galactose, cellobiose, trehalose, palatinose, sucrose, lactose, melibiose, lactulose, gentobiose, melezitose, raffinose, inosine, adonitol, d-rabitol, glycerol, maltitol, sorbitol, dulcitol, sorbose, deoxyglucose, deoxyribose, rhamnose, d-fucose, l-fucose, amygdalin, arbutin, b-me-gluc, 5-ketogluc, gluconate, salicine, citrate, fumarate, malinate, malonate, pyruvate, l-tartarate, and urea.
on the lineage) whereas for the wild-type lineages no How rapidly mutators are counterselected depends on the cost conferred by an increased mutation rate auxotrophs were identified (Ͻ0.08%). Second, we examined the evolved strains for their capability to utilize and the rate of formation of any reversion or modifier mutations that could reduce the mutation rate. We calvarious carbon sources. One randomly picked colony from each lineage was tested in the PhP test system culated the rate of such counterselection (see appendix) on the basis of the previous experimental estimate where the rate of utilization of 46 different carbon sources can be examined (Hojberg et al. 2003 ; Kuhn of an ‫%1ف‬ cost (s ϭ 0.01) of a mutS mutation during growth in laboratory medium (Boe et al. 2000) . With et al. 2003) . None of the eight wild-type lineages had lost any metabolic functions whereas all nine mutS linthese assumptions it is not expected that the mutators would be lost. Thus, even if reversion/modifier mutaeages had one or more defects (Table 2) .
From the mathematical theory (see appendix), we tions occurred at high rates (up to 10 Ϫ5 ), it would take in excess of 1000 generations before a nonmutator would calculated if the higher frequency of auxotrophs found in the mutS lineages as compared to the wild type could become fixed (Equation A15 and Figure A2 in appendix). Obviously, if the mutator cost was much higher be accounted for by the increased mutation rate. In the mutator lineages there were on average 2% auxotrophs in mice than in laboratory medium nonmutators would become fixed more rapidly. However, competition exafter 132 generations with a bottleneck of 10 5 . Assuming that this accumulation of auxotrophs is due to neutral periments in mice between wild-type and mutS strains of S. typhimurium indicate that the cost associated with mutation accumulation and has taken place during approximately six growth cycles (half of the total), the a mutS defect is also low in a host environment (Zahrt et al. 1999 . However, assuming a more reasonable mutation rate for the mutator, 10 Ϫ7 /base pair/generation As shown by this work, S. typhimurium has a considerable potential to increase its mouse-specific fitness. Thus, (‫-0001ف‬fold over the wild type; this article; LeClerc et al. 1996; Boe et al. 2000; Denamur et al. 2002; de Visser 18 independent lineages with different population size and mutation rate all showed a significant increase in 2002), the expected fraction of auxotrophs after a single generation would be 0.02. At this rate nearly all lineages fitness after Ͻ200 generations of adaptation. As expected, the population size and the mutation rate had are expected to be auxotrophs after 66 generations. This calculation cannot be reconciled with the 2% observed a strong impact on the rate of adaptation where lineages with low mutation rate and small population bottleneck mean fraction and it suggests that auxotrophy is under negative selection in the mutator background (Curtiss size showed the slowest adaptation. The mutation rate for the adaptive mutations in the wild type was calcuet al. 1993). For the wild type, no auxotrophs were found among the 1200 cells examined for each lineage and lated to Ͼ10
Ϫ6
. Since the mutation rate per base pair per generation is typically 10 Ϫ11 -10 Ϫ10 (Hudson et al. this result requires that either the mutation rate is smaller than expected (Ͻ5 ϫ 10 Ϫ12 /base pair/genera-2002) this finding implies that the adaptive mutations are not specific point mutations. Which other types of tion) or there is counterselection against the auxotrophs also in the wild-type strain. In view of the results for the mutations could occur with this high rate? One possibility is loss-of-function mutations in single genes that commutators we find the latter explanation more likely.
Mutation rates in evolved lineages: It is conceivable monly occur with a rate of ‫01ف‬ Ϫ6 (Slechta et al. 2003) . S. typhimurium mainly resides and replicates in the reticthat a mutator allele is counterselected after adaptation to a novel environment has occurred due to the cost of uloendothelial system and it is likely that the adaptive mutations promote growth within the phagosomes of deleterious mutations associated with a high mutation rate. To examine if counterselection had occurred durmacrophages of the liver and spleen (Richter-Dahlfors et al. 1997; Salcedo et al. 2001) . For example, the ing the experiment, we determined if the mutation rate in the evolved mutator lineages had decreased as commutations could increase resistance to or interfere with the production of bacterial growth suppressors such pared to the parental strain. In Figure 1 , or acids evolved into a mutator with an ‫-05ف‬fold increase in mutation rate. Analysis of this population showed that (Rathman et al. 1996) . Previous work has resulted in the identification of several genes in Salmonella, which it was a mixed population comprising ‫%39ف‬ wild-type bacteria and 7% mutators with an 800-fold increase in when inactivated cause an increased growth rate or virulence or both. Thus, inactivation of the pcgL (Mouslim mutation rate. We conclude from these results that the mutation rates in the evolved mutator populations have et al. This study shows that trade-offs exist between adapta- 
Travisano, M., and R. E. Lenski, 1996 Long-term experimental evolution in Escherichia coli. IV. Targets of selection and the speci-
The population growth of the mutant will appear ficity of adaptation. Genetics 143: 15-26. Trobner, W., and R. Piechocki, 1984 Selection against hypermutadeterministic as described above if n 0 Ͼ 0 or uN 0 Ͼ 1. bility in Escherichia coli during long term evolution. Mol. Gen.
When this condition is not satisfied, the appearance of the first mutation will be a strongly stochastic event. If, with low probability, it appears early (jackpot mutation), ity, P 0 (t), that no mutation has appeared before time t and allowed to grow again. How many cycles of growth can be determined from the equation and sampling are required before an adaptive mutation can be fixed? The effective population size, N e , of such dP 0 dt ϭ Ϫr 1 P 0 , (A6) a fluctuating population can be calculated as the harmonic average; i.e., 1/N e equals the time average of which can be integrated to give 1/N(t), which for exponential growth gives
The rate, R 1 , of the first mutation appearance is given Deterministic appearance and growth: Growth starts by ϪdP 0 /dt (Equation A6). Thus the probability that the from a sample containing N 0 cells of an original variant first occurrence is in the time interval tЈ, tЈ ϩ dtЈ is and n 0 (N B ϭ N 0 ϩ n 0 ) of a mutant with selective advangiven by tage s. The original variant is assumed to have growth rate constant k 0 ϭ 1, corresponding to a doubling time
e ϪuN B (e t Ј Ϫ1) dt Ј . (A8) (generation time) equal to ln(2). This determines the units of the timescale used. During growth, the mutation Assume that after the first appearance at time tЈ, mutants can appear with probability u in each replication event, continue to appear and grow deterministically; i.e., i.e., with rate u ln(2) per generation. The original variEquation A3 is assumed valid for t Ͼ tЈ with the initial ant grows to N(t) ϭ N 0 e t individuals at time t. If the condition n ϭ 1 at t ϭ tЈ. Then integration of Equation growth phase lasts for time T, the total growth factor is A3 gives the ratio of mutants to nonmutants at the end of growth at time T, conditional on a first appearance G ϭ e T .
(A2) at time tЈ, as Mutants grow with a rate that is a factor 1 ϩ s faster than the original variant. The deterministic appearance
(A9) and growth of the mutants at time t is determined from the differential equation for their mean number n:
The first term gives the growth in numbers of the descendants of the first mutant that appeared at time tЈ. dn dt ϭ uN 0 e t ϩ (1 ϩ s)n.
The second term describes the deterministic appearance and subsequent growth of all later mutants. Equation A9 with tЈ ϭ 0 is the same as Equation A4 with The first term describes the appearance of new mutants from the N 0 e t nonmutants that are present at time t. The n 0 ϭ 1, when deterministic growth starts from a single mutant at time zero. second term describes the continued growth of the mutant cells. The solution to Equation A3 is n(t) ϭ (uN 0 /s)e t ϫ Ultimate fixation probability: To take over a population, adaptive mutants must appear, grow in number, (e st Ϫ 1) ϩ n 0 e (1ϩs)t . This gives the expected ratio of mutants to nonmutants at the end of growth at time and survive the sampling at the end of each growth cycle. Sampling N B cells from a large (N T ӷ N B ) populat ϭ T: possible appearance times tЈ can be calculated from their probability density R 1 (Equation A8) as tion where the fraction of mutants is
n 1 mutants with the binomial probability
(A10a) where ln(G) ϭ T from Equation A2 is the total length of a growth cycle. After replacing the integration variThe probability that no mutant survives the sampling is able as y ϭ e tЈ /G, this gives
If a cycle starts with n 1 mutants, the probability that one of them eventually will take over is given by Kimura
This is the probability that in a cycle starting with no mutants, a mutation appears that survives the first sampling and goes on to fixation. The fixation probability where in the last equality the effective population size from Equation A13b has been plotted in Figure A1 as from Equation A1 has been introduced. Although derived for a slightly different situation, simulations show a function of the mutation rate for some values of N B that Equation A11 works well also for the cycles of and s. growth and sampling employed here. Thus the probabilEquation A13 expresses the probability that the first ity that at least one mutation survives the sampling(s) surviving mutant appears in a cycle. Thus the mean and goes on to fixation is the sum over all possible n 1 number of cycles required before a mutant appears that values weighted by their probabilities:
will go on to fixation is 1/P 0 fix . Once a surviving mutant has appeared, deterministic growth will make it reach (A14) The last approximation is valid for F Ӷ 1, which is usually the case as F is the ratio of mutants to nonmutants
The division by ln(2) is to get the time in units of at the end of the preceding growth cycle that started generations. n 0 is the number of mutants that first surwith no mutants. In the deterministic description, F in vive a sampling. In general, n 0 is a very small number Equation A12 can be replaced by its average F(T) from and we use n 0 ϭ 1 and N 0 ϭ N B in the following. As the Equation A4 with n 0 ϭ 0. For large s (s Ͼ 0.2), the quasinumber of generations per cycle is ln(G)/ln(2), the deterministic description gives a better estimate. In this total number of generations required before the mutalimit, F in Equation A12 is identified with F 0 (T|tЈ) from Equation A9, and the expectation value for P fix over all tion has reached at least 50% presence is p fix (n 1 ϭ 1) from Equation A11 is nearly 1. In this limit T fix ϭ ln(G) P Figure A2 as a function of the mutation rate has been used primarily as a control. Note that Equation at different bottlenecks (N B ) and selection coefficients A16b corrects two misprints that appeared in the corre-(s). To the right in this figure, at high mutation rates, sponding equation presented in Maisnier-Patin et al. the fixation time is dominated by the deterministic (2002) . growth given by the second term in Equation A15 and Accumulation of neutral mutations: Neutral mutais very weakly dependent on u and N B .
tions have no growth advantage and will accumulate The probability Q 00 that no mutants survive the samlinearly in time, pling, if there were none present at the start of the F(t) ϭ ut, (A17) cycle, can be calculated as the expectation value over all possible appearance times tЈ and the probability that from Equation A4 with s ϭ 0 and n 0 ϭ 0. If u and N B none survives the sampling (Equation A10b):
are sufficiently large, this accumulation will continue uninterrupted so that the fraction expected after S cy-Q 00 ϭ Ύ ln(G) 0 P 1 (tЈ)q 0 (F 0 (T|tЈ))dtЈ. (A16a) cles would be F ϭ Su ln(G). If N B u ln(G) Ͻ 1, the probability that the neutral mutants are lost (Equation A10b) in the first sampling becomes significant and, with large Previously (Maisnier-Patin et al. 2002) we calculated probability, the linear accumulation would take place only P 0 fix ϭ 1 Ϫ Q 00 on the assumption that once a mutation during the last of the growth cycles considered. Another has survived one sampling, it will grow to sufficient numcomplication is the appearance of adaptive mutations bers during the next cycle so it will also not be lost in that will either interrupt the neutral accumulation or, the subsequent samplings. Then Equation A16a can be by hitchhiking, carry it to dominance. If there is no hitchrewritten as hiking, the neutral mutation would accumulate only at P 0 fix ϭ 1 Ϫ Q 00 ϭ 1 Ϫ e ϪuN B (GϪ1) the end of the rise to dominance of the last adaptive variant; this would lead to a relatively small fraction. If dy. (A16b) hitchhiking has occurred we would expect a large fraction of the neutral mutation at the end of the adaptation experThis is true for sufficiently large values for s and/or G, iment. Numerical calculations based on the equations above were carried out with Mathcad from MathSoft. i.e., for G Ϫ2s Ӷ 1 or, equivalently, for s Ͼ 1/ln(G) when
